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673-2149
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MEETINGS ••.
LOCATION ~ DATE: General leeting and ST Special Interest
6roup--Truckee "eadow5 Comlunity College--Room 212;
~~uckee Meadows Community College SAT. AU6. 15--10 A.".

Articles for the JOURNAL are always Nelco.e. If you wish
to sublit thel in printed for., please set your printer
for a 3-1/2 inch wide colu~n in condensed type face.
However, as long as your copy is legible, even
handwritten copy is O.K. Articles will be printed as
space permits, and according to the editor's judglent of
suitability. Letters to the Editor are also wei cOle.
Please send laterial to: Italo 6avazzij 825 Wilkinson
Ave.; Reno NV B9502 by the tenth of the lonth for
publication during that .onth.
.

EDITOR COMMENTS •••
ANNUAL DUES •.•
ANNUAL DUES are $15.00. If you see a warning dot or
notice on your ,label, please renew your lelbership by
sending your dues to: HISU6; P. O. BOX 2152; SPARKS, -HV.
B9432. High Sierra Users Group is an independent
organization for Atari Co.puter users in the Reno area.
HOTE: If you want to see this group continue, to develop
its fine progral libra~y and to publish this
newsletter ••• THEN PAY YOUR DUES PROMPTlY ••• Don't take
these services for granted. Your dues are our only'source
of inco.e, and we can't continue without the•• SEND YOUR
DUES IN HOW!

If you re.ellber, I issued a lIarning that Iy cOllputer
enthusiasl was likely to wane during the SUIler lonths,
what with all the other SUller activities cOlpeting for
attention. And it has co.e to pass as I jredicted ••• at
present it has about reac~ed bottol on my list of
priorities.
'

In one of the'lany newsletters which HISUG
exchange' basis, .y eye ,caught this quote:
the need for user's groups. After all, the
lachine, like a toaster. ,You don't join a
group after you buy a toaster, do you?·

receives on an
·1 don't see
co.puter is a
toastei us~r'5

Well, upon reading that, I'll have to adlit it brought a
chuckle. Of course, I'. quoting out of context, and,
although cOlputers are lachines, they are just a bit lore
cOlplicated than toasters.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
OR RENEWAL
TO: HISU6; P.O. BOX 2152; SPARKS, HV. B9432
NAME ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••
.,AJDRESS ••••••••••••••••••

I

I

•••••••

So ••• Why computer users' groups? One 'big reason is the
lack of standardization in the industry--and the other is
that hobbyists of any variety like to lingle with each
other and to cOlpare notes. "isery apparently loves
co.pany •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CITY-STATE-ZIP•••••••••••••••••••••••• ,' ••••••••••••••••••

The .ain reason that I rushed to join this users' group
lias the very cru.lY lanual that cale with Iy BOOXL. And
then there was DOS 3, with a very explicit lanual. But it
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didn't jibe Nith~~rly:'of the' existing Atari software.
Fortunately, Chris'"anson set Ie straight very quickly on
that by letting Ie copy DOS 2.0. Then there was the
availability of the HISU6 library at COlputer House.
Since I was particularly interested in graphics, I had
soon copied the clUb's, graphic discs and was larvelling
at the lachine's fin~ graphics.
I wasn't exactly new to. cOlputers when I becale an Atari
owner, and I realized that buying a cOlputer and a disc
drive was . really just the beginning. I already had a
printer, fortunately •. A cOlputer without a printer is
hardly worth having--this I had learned in a beginner's
cOlputer cl ass.
Why am I hashing this over? Because I realize that there
are lany beginning'Atari owners out there in the sale
boat that I was in when· I'acquired Iy lachine. Every tile
a cOlputer owner upgrades- and sells his old lachine, the
buyer of that old lachine becomes a new owner--and .a
potential lelber of a users' group. In fact, he probably
would be better off -if~he were to join a users' group
BEFORE BUYIN6 a cOlputer.
.
>

Each brand of cOlputer has its own idiosyncracies--and
its own "bugs", if you will. There is good software out
there for all cOlputers--and a lot of not-50-good
software, also. This is also true for hardware--those
neat little accessories that are needed to lake your
lachine do its job a little better. This is where a Users
6roup can really ;hetp the beginning cOlputerist.
Certainly, we are in a'iuch better position to be of real
help than the retailer, saleSian, or advertiser. ME HAVE
NO FINANCIAL INTEREST involved. And we all, I presule,
have had bad or disappointing experiences, which we would
be glad to have the beginner avoid.
:

.

SOle of th~se hop~s 'and 'concerns;are expressed in a
letter by :!)ue'Par'ls·of· ,444 Kirlan Avenue IE-11; Reno, NV
89502. Her 1etter - }s pf'i nted . el sfwhere in thi s issue-- I
print her addres~~~ere~so' that any of you wishing to
write her lay do··so. She is specifically interested in
advice about buying~a hard disk, lodel, or 1 legabyte
upgrade for· her ST -colputer.
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ACTIONl

LANGUAGE •••

"any of the finer prograls that have appeared in the
pages of ANTIC laga~ine' 'nave been written in the ACTION!
language. This language 1s a product of Optilized Systels
Software, which is well-known for its excellent Atari

~

software. Since this is one of the better products for
the 8-bit Atari lachines, the following suaaary of
ACTION! is printed for your inforlation. The original was
written by Bill. Turczynski in "The Sourcerer's
Apprentice" Spring '87 issue. It is published by the
"ichigan Atari General Infor.ation Conference in Marren,
tlichigan.
ACTION! is a language for all 8-bit Atari computers. It
was written by Clinton Parker and is larketed by
Optilized Systems Software, Inc. or OSS for short.
ACTION! is only available on ROt! cart~idge. It is a
cOlpiled language,' as cOlpared to BASIC, which uses an
interpreter. Boiling that down, it leans that an ACTION!
progral can run as luch as 500 tiles faster than the'sale
in BASIC. Its speed will allow you to do lore cOlplex
things without being forced to write lachine language
routines in connection with BASIC. If you have a library
of lachine language routines, they can be used directly
in your ACTION! prograls, as long as they are short. Long
routines 'are too luch trouble to use.
The ACTION! systel is lade up of five different parts:
"onitor, Editor, Language, Coapiler, and _Library. The
Editor, as the naae ilplies, is what you use to create a
prograa and to make changes to it. The Edi tor also allows'
you to load and save your source coce. The Language is of .
course the set of Callands, which I will describe later.
The "ani tor is actually the controller of the ACTION!
systel. It can call up the Editor, COlpiler, and DOS. It
can also do a lelory dUlp, give starting addresses of
your routines, and set certain options. Asource file in
the Editor can be cOlpiled, then run or cOlpiled directly
frol disk. It is also able to cOlpile and run with one
cOlland frol disk too! If that is not enough, you can
coapile your file and save it to disk as a binary file
that can be loaded frol DOS. You lust have the ACTION!
cartridge installed because it needs routines frol the
ACTION! Library. The library is a collection of routines
written for your convenience--it includes routines like
PE~K, POKE, PLOT, PRINT, OPEN, CLOSE, INPUT, OUTPUT, PUT,
6ET, etc.
The ACTION! language operates with fundalental data
types, consisting of BYTE, CARD, and INT. The BYTE data
type consists of a one byte unsigned nUlber between 0 and'
255. The CARD data type (short for CARDinalI consists of
two-byte unsigned nUlbers between 0 and 65,535: ACARD is
stored in the standard fori for 6502 lachines--the LSB,
"5B fori. The INT data type (short for INTeger) consists
of two-byte signed numbers between -32768 and 32767. They
are stored in the same forlat as the CARD nUloers.
ACTION! supports three kinds of operators--arithletic,
bit-wise, and relational. Arithletic operators are the
sale is those used in BASIC: + - • /. Bit-wise operators
lanipulate nUlbers in their binary fori. Relational
operators are also like those used in BASIC: = () (>

au jl'~e.])
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR .••

etc'.

Dear 5TS16 Editor,

.CTION! lakes use of structured statelents. These are
divided into two categories: conditional and looping.
Three statelents are of this type: IF, WHILE, and UNTIL,
the last two being looping statelents. The IF statelent
has two options: ELSE and ~LSEIF. A conditional test
would start with an IF and end with IF spelled backwards
or FI.
Loops begin with DO and end with DO spelled backwards or
OD. Besides WHILE and UNTIL, FOR is also used in looping
statelents. The FOR statelent is used to repeat a loop a
given nUtber of tiles.
An ACTION~ program is is lade up of Procedures and
Functions. Procedures are used to group sOle statements
together to accolplish a task. PROC is used to denote the
start of a procedure and a RETURN denotes the end of a
procedure. Functions are luch like procedures, except
that they return a value. FUNC is used to denote the
start of a fun·ction. RETURN larks the end of a function,
but with an arithesetic expression which is .the value
that you want returned.
ACTION! allows two types of variables, global and local.
Global variables are ones that can be used anywhere in
~'our program and are norsally declared at the beginning
. the progral. Local variables can only be used in the
PROC or FUNe in which they are declared.
There are three extended data types in ACTION~: Pointers,
Arrays, and Records. Pointers contain a lelory address,
and so point to a lelory location. You can change the
value of a pointer and lake it point to a new location.
Arrays alloH you to lanipulate lists of variables by
laking each variable in the list accessible using only
the array nale and a subscript. The variables in the list
lust be of the sale data type. Records are constructions
which allow you to group together sOle pieces of
infor.ation, which, although related in sOle way, are not
of the sale type. Records cosbine soie of the lore
fundalental data types.
As with any new language, it takes sale practice to learn
its terls and rules. OSS also has· an auxiliary progral
called the ACTION! Toolkit, which contains tany routines
already written for your use, as well as few salple
prograls for your study. The Toolkit also allows you to
access the floating point routines, which ACTION! alone
doesn't perli t.
noted, a chief advantage of this language is its
2ed. It has also gained considerable acceptance along
prograllers. This Mould indicate that it is a workable·
and well-designed language, and worth your consideration.

~

******

1 just finished reading the letter to Editor by Cris "anson~
1 think sh~ has sOle good points. 1 work nights and do not
get off work until 3:00 a.l. Saturday lorning. Its very
difficult for Ie to get up early and lake sense enough to
attend a cOlputer leeting at 10:00 a.l. 1 would very luch
like to be able to get together with other ST User's on
"onday, Tuesday, Wednesday or even Saturday afternoons. 1
would like to see questions/asked in the coluln and invite
anyone with knowledge to answer those questions. As an
alternative, 1 think having sOle sort of questionnaire on .
each lelber would be a great help. At least we'd have sOle
place to look for help. "aybe a buddy systel could be
worked out in areas of interest. Two heads are better than
one in allost any instance. What I al saying is fhat I am
willing if we can only change the day frolSaturday
lornings. How about it?
I need inforlation frol users on best buys on a hard disk, a
lodel, and a 1 legabyte upgrade. 1 prefer personal hands-on
information to that I receive in the stores. Every store in
every area seels to have their own preferences and lostly
those preferences seel to be rated on their ease of
installation and not through any great research. I realize
. that lost of the Atari stores are on a slall scale budget
and that they are not capable of rating everything on the
larket, but I have been extrelely disappointed in sOle of
the products that I have bought that have had no local
support. I think the ST .has been on the larket long enough
to weed out sOle of the junk.
I al particularly interested in business applications
software. "ost of the Atari business software seels to be
cUlbersole to use, but I did not buy the ST to play gales.
Because of the investlent, this will probably be the last
computer I buy in a lifetile and I think I should have every
possible capability just in case software support goes down
the tubes.
.
1 bought DB"an as a relational database. It is cOlpatible
with DBase III, supposedly. So far, I have spent about $100.
. on related books, but without the 1 legabyte upgrade its all
garbage. I worked with DBase II on a 64K cOlputer and never
had this lany problels.
1 have subscribed· to the ST User lagazine out of Canada. It
seels to be written in a logical, straight forward lanner and
appeals to.e lore. than Start. It also keeps Ie aware of the
Atari hardware and software being lanufactured in Europe.
1 enjoyed reading about sOleone else's problels in re-inking.
I've had two jals and lany black fingers and printer
sludges ••• there has to be a better way.
Hopefully, we will find a way to get together.
Sue Parks
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ST RAMBLING •••
By Kenn Johnson
RAMBLE !ram'bel) To write or talk aimlessly or without
sequence of ideas
At the next meeting of the 5T5I6 He are going to
determine the direction the group is going to run for the
near future. If you Hant to have any input then cOle to
the meeting and lakf yourself heard. If you want, call Ie
at hOle before 9 P.r,. Don't call after 9 P.M. if you
can't stand abuse.
You can also call Ie at hOle if soaeone Nould like to
take a copy of OSS PERSONAL PASCAL off ay hands for $50.
Being the generous person that I am, I'll throw in the
text, ·Oh PASCAL'.
Cilarron COlputer is closing out all 8-bit softHare--go
dOHn and la~e a deal. They also have an Atari 801 printer
they would like to sell.
Hew in our library is DBA5IC. This progral is very
ilpressive, with speed to latch anything available for
the ST. It lust be booted frol its own diSK as it
bypasses TOS and 6E" and loads its own operating systel.
How you Mon't be able to cOlplain about windows and slow
speed. We have plenty copies of the program available
with copyright labels. What He don't have are the
lanuals. These sell for $39.95, but if you drop in at
Cilarron COlputers and show your lelbership card, you can
get thel for $29.95. Let Ie tell you folks, this is a
good deal if you like to progral in Basic. Because it
uses its ONn operating system, you can't lake calls to
6EM--He're talking Basic here. It does have statements
for graphics and colors. COle to a leeting and ask for a
delo to see if it leets your needs. Dh yes, this unique
progral cales fro. DTACK Grounded, Inc. in Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
The new ROM'S are not even available to us poor original
(saviors of ATARI) owners, and already the bug reports
are showing up. This seems to be standard procedure
anylore--correct sOle things that didn't work originally
and less up sOle that did. I won't worry about any of
this until Iy ST has digested these vapor ROM's.
This one was downloaded frol the 6Enie 5T product support
roundtable. It's an answer frol Mark White of Supra

Corporation on the speed of a hard drive, and is edited:
'The ~T has the fastest HD capability of any personal
cOlputer on the larket today. Even the fastest current HD
(18 Isec seek, 1:1 RLll is only operating at about 40% of
the port's speed. "05t of the hard drives on the 5T are
about the fastest for their lelory capacity. Trying to
deterline how fast a drive will be on a systl. is
difficult, a~, there are lany different varilbles which
will affect, the speed, i.e. seek rate, interleave,
recording lethod.
For SUPRA hard drives--20 "B 6S Isec average, 1:1 KFMj 30
MB 60 Isec average, 2:1 RlLj 60 MB 28 Isec iverage, 2:1
RLLj 250 "B 18 msec average, 1:1 RLl. The Jost telling
specs are the interleave, recording lethod. The various
IBM's run interleaves of 3-6:1. What is funny is that in
the latest BYTE ~ICP.OlINE, they talk about the new IB"'s
pushing hard drive Janufacturers for speed."
I saw SUPRA's 250 ~B' drive at World of ATARI in June, and
it is a fast sucker. I also use a (blush) IBM at work,
and its hard drive is SlOWWHWW!!!!! ~!
"ICHTRON has released a new product called TUHEUP. It is
a disk optilizer, and probably will be of lore use on I
hard disk than a floppy. What happens--whenever you
resave a file, it doesn't have to go to the lale place on
the disk it was accessed frol--and in fact, it lost
likely won't. Over tile, your files get scattered all
over the disk, and the head has to keep loving around to
get all the pieces. An optimizer gathers all the pieces
and puts thel together again. It will also put all the
free lelory in one place. on the disk. I've ordered the
progral frol larry at COlputer House, and when I get it I
will try it on a couple of very slow partitions on Iy
drive. I will let you know the results.
That's just about enough ralbling for this .onth. If you
have any ralblings of your own, give thes to .e and we'll
get ~hel in the Journal. Till next lonth--KENN.

IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN ••.
. By Kenn Johnson
Let's first lake a distinction between public domain
software Ind shareware. Public dOlain software is
released by the luthor without any restrictions'on its
use other than retaining the rights to it. You can use it
and give it way, but you lay not SIll it. SOle groups
gather this type of software and sell it for the price of
. the disk ind collection costs.
Shareware differs in that the author, instead of getting
SOleone to distribute his software c~lercially, releases
it into the public domain Ind requests donations frol itr
users. In this way, he can receive sDie reluneration fat __
his efforts. ARC progral cales to .ind as a good exalple.
Following is a review of just such a progral. .
)

c..JC'c:. Pc:5 c. ..r

(From 1>""c. 4)
~!t Ie set the scenario. 1 hive I text file that 1 need
iperately, but every tile I try to view it, Iy 5T goes
nuts. Since the file is not usable, do 1 just trash it?
Relelber, 1 need this fill. A~tually, the answer is quite
silple--DCOPY Version 1.91.

Nritten by Ralph Nalden of Eugene, OR, this utility has
just about every feature you could need or want. Mant to
ARC or deARC files? DCOPY does this task with alazing
speed. "aybe you just want to format a ,disk, or lark a
file "Read Only" or "Read/Nrite". How would you like to
hide or unhide a file? DCOPY also handles the lundane
disk tasks--copy files, erase, directory, lake folders,
rename, and even duplicate disks. There are lany lore
functions available in this progral that 1 have not yet
used or that 1 seldol use.
Relember the ,file 1 needed? Nell, the file was written in
Bbit ~tariwriter and DCOPY converted it to a readable 16
bit Atariwriter file, just by using the TYPE/CONVERT
cOlaand--read it and saved it in its new forJat. DCOPY
also allows you to go frol 16 to Bbit fortats. You are
also supposed to be able to print out the file, but I
have not been able to get it to do so. Save it, and then
print it frot the desktop.
~ounds great, huh!!! But are there any problels? For

--no, but if you are expecting to be' working in GEM
wi th all its gadgets, sorry. DCOPY is totally
COI.and-driven, buf that isn't as bad as it sounds.
Earlier versions of the progral used the file-select
boxes and were very cutbersole. If you don't know about
paths, extents, and wildeards--then you will either have
to learn about thes or liss out on a great utility.
DCOPY has bee ole a standard on Iy drive, and 1'1 very
enthusiastic about this progral. Ralph Malden has earned
his contributions. If you use it, send donations to keep
his happy so he will continue to update it.
Incidentally, there is a version 2.0 of DCOPY floating
around. Unfortunately, it's SOleone's idea of a joke, as
it's only a retitled version 1.90. Version, 1.91 is the
latest, and newer versions cOle along, 1 will add thea to
our library.
Also in our library is a prograD of interest to hard diSK
owners. There is a bug in TOS (5urprised--Right?1 that
will allow only 40 folders be be in a directory. If you
get lore than that, it can corrupt the directory and give
you all kinds of weird things. FOLDRXXX.PR6 is a siall
~gra. that goes into your AUTO folder and will allocate
e lelory for the directory. It will help prevent sale
of those weird things. Just replace the XXX in the
progral naDe with the nUlber of extra folders you need.
For exalple, FOLDR50.PR6 will give you an extra SO
folder;s.

By the way, if you are having trouble with those paths
and wildcards, cOle to one of our leetings and as~ us to
explain the•• That's what a users group is for.
A-CALC

PRJ ME_ ••

Cris Manson has already had some good words for the orig-'
inal A-CALC, and I'd like to ~ke a start on an evalua~
tion of the expanded version. Though I love numbers and
formulae, I've never really worked in a business setting,
a~ not an engineer, have never kept lOre than the ~ost
el~entary accounts, and this is ~y first exposure to
spreadsheets. Rem~ber that. In what follows, I am trying to build on what is already stated in ANTIC's catalog
section ad, so look there to begin with.
Of PRI~E's IIlany .enus, four light be considered to carry
the usual functions. The Fn menu has 17. Tr (Trig) has
15, Op (Operators) has 10, and Lo (Logical operators) has
10, which is 52 in all. 254 Macros in IelOry at one ti~e
are possible (such as your own statistical for;ulae), and
are easily created, saved, selected~ left out, lOdified.
Scrolling, finding, goto-ing, selecting, copying, replicating, recalculating, del~ting, inserting, altering,
labeling, editing, sorting, and lOch else is very versatile and in every respect well implemented. Replicating
an entire syst8fll of for~~eata"relationsMps' in another
part of the sheet may require a fairly simple algorithm,
but the results are startling. All para~ter-setting
boxes are ingenious and attractive, and,when the co;plexities are finally sorted out everything'bec~es fun.
Numerous printer escape codes can be entered in versatile
ways and kept in any number of files that you select from
upon loading PRINE. Sideways printing being for Epson
FX80 compatibles is the only restriction. Report formatting seems good, or you can si.ply Disk print which saves
the work in ASCII for any word processing prograM.
The ~anual is the typical rather complete, though condensed and not always perfectly clear, inexpensive ANTIC
production. Great effort has been made to give you everything, and you are rescued in good ti;e. The short tutorial 'only Just barely got me'started, though; I sent for
therecolllmended books through our interlibrary loan system and received Nbrking Smart with Electronic Spreadsheets. by Tilothy Barry. Most of PRINE's abilities were
beyond lie without this help, and it ~ly taps a few.
ST INFORHER is supposed to have a spreadsheet comparison
in the next issue, so I'll lake sOlIe concluding cOA\lll8nts
after reading that. I had some trouble with the printer
configuration, but ANTIC'replied il.ediately: "send original in for version2.09" (ho charge). I a. entranced
by A-CALC PRINE, and can't wait to find a use for 'it!:
[Syd Allen]
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